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About This Content

Experience the responsibility of a ferry captain as you take the rudder of different ferry types on some of the most popular
routes in the world in this add-on pack for Ship Simulator Extremes. Whether it carries cars & cargo in its belly across the

channel or is used as a municipal public transportation service, going on the ferry is always a bit of an adventure!

Many of the world's capital cities have local ferry services, providing an indispensable and affordable link for its residents. The
Ferry Pack brings 5 new ferries, a brand new player campaign with 10 missions and new ferry specific gameplay features to

Ship Simulator Extremes, adding many hours of gameplay for all virtual captains!

Key Features

5 new Ferry types (Fast, Channel, River, etc.) available in Campaign, Free Roam and Multiplayer mode.
Ferry specific gameplay: Ferry ramp & door opening for loading/unloading, Directional switch for two-ender ferries,
etc.
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New Ferry campaign featuring 10 missions all over the world
Ferry mission functionality added to the Mission Editor, allowing for creation and sharing of Ferry specific missions
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Highly addicting and adorable characters!. Bruh, it wasn't even worth $0.99 when it was on 75% sale. Unless you're rolling in it
and cant be bothered with other games! This game is a lot like the countless free flash games on the internet. It was worth the 2
hours but after that it isn't worth $3.99.. this game has got to be one of my favorite telltale games. It is very funny. Max is my
favorite character because he is funny and psychotic. I like that in this game they made max more useful by giving psychic
powers that made made the game more interesting. overall, this game is the best!. Looking forward to the updates to come.
Huge potential for this program!. I just don't know. It's not like it's very bad game. I played it on all difficulty levels, earned all
achievements but didn't had much fun. At first it was OK - upgrading skills and new units was cool until I managed to unlock it
all. Then it started to be simply boring. Don't get me wrong, I'm fan of this kind of games but this one isn't much interesting.
There is no strategy in this at all. All you have to do is click the best unit icon every few second and wait till they will destroy
aliens. The further you are and more units with aliens appear on stage, the more laggy it gets, no matter what kind of "monster"
you have as PC ;-) The graphics, animations, and almost everything - sorry to say, but some free games focused on this genre did
better. The only thing I love is probably music in main menu. It's perfect!
Sigma Team! You did awesome game like Alien Shooter, for which I'm really grateful because it's one of my favorite mindless
action game I have ever played. Even after all this time I love to run it and have some fun. Too bad it didn't worked with Alien
Hallway.

Is this worth getting? I don't know. I did get my copy in some bundle. The best thing you can do before buying this game is
getting a demo version from official site of Sigma Team. If you will get into it, buy it. If not, move along.
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Honestly, the worst Shadowrun video game I've played, I tried to like it, but its just... sad. I've played and loved every other
Shadowrun game that has come out, other than this.. I love Diablo-Clones as much as the next guy, but this game is Dungeon
Siege in name only. It's mediocre, and really only worth playing if you are a D E V O T E D fan of the series, and even if you
are, this will just make you mad. It subverts the lore of the earlier games, and feels vaguely insulting. Oh well.. I played this
game for hours (including the other hero rise games) 10\/10. One of the best VR titles I've played so far. This game is great. I
love the combat, the setting, and the characters. However, there are a few issues that I just don't understand and I feel aren't
explained well.
1. Interupting attacks only trigger sometimes, even if you have a 95% chance to hit on a few moving characters often you will
not attack at all.
2. Line of sight makes no sense. You can have a clear shot, use ranging shot, have nothing obscuring the enemy and still have 0
percent chance to hit....but the computer can, and often does, shoot through walls. Frustrating .
Other than these two grievances I would definitely give it at least 8\/10. A decent port of an Android game. This game is great to
kill time when you don't have much time alotted to play anything at all.. if that makes any sense. Somewhat recommended if on
sale or free.. it is fun, if your into that kinda thing fun, my only real problem was the ai loading inbetween turns can take up to
20mins on the biggest galaxy setting with 9 races, maybe its my computer, idk. ill always come back for more but its really
annoying when i got a thought out plan on what to do on my next turn only to forget what i was going to do due to the fact the
turns take forever with pop up messages with deals that are of no use to me anyhow, which then causes me to get annoyed and
annihalate a single race due to the fact the game designers made them that way i would say a must play if you loved gal civ but
hated the fleet restrictions. great setup but you can win with missle cruisers, fleet carriers and roid rollers. all the other ships
have their uses but if a massive wave of missles wipe everything they have and fighters go into mop it up becomes repetitive, ill
be back for more but the game designers might want to considers some changes next time.. Wave shooter... again.... :\/. So I got
this in the Humble Bundle, and put a fair bit of time into it for a few weeks.

==== Positives:
- It can be fun and every game is different.
- Fast paced gameplay, a lot going on, and you have to really keep track of what people are saying.
- Deducing what's going on and who to trust is pretty cool (but incredibly hard to follow for a new player).
- Some classes are fun to play (but at the same time some others are really boring - Chronomancer and Court Wizard lol)

=== Cons:
- Steep learning curve, it'll take many games for you to see every class and understand how they interact and the logs etc.
- The Neutral Killer classes are very difficult to win or survive with unless you get really lucky early on. Sorceror especially has
no way to take out the King.
- Really toxic player base. Some players are good and friendly to help you improve, but many just want to flame you.
- There are some metas which take the fun out of the game - including but not limited to:
Mystic Meta - everyone claims to the Mystic Day 2, and if your claim isn't convincing you get executed. Not good if you're evil
or a neutral killer.
Twin Vote Meta - Nobles have to consistently prove themselves by wasting their Twin vote ability or they're not trusted (which
is stupid as the Evil equivalent class retains this ability anyway).
King Point Meta - King has to use the Point every day or he gets accused of being an Evil King or Possessed, the problem with
this is once you use the Point, you've wasted your day ability and can't pardon someone with Decide Fate.
Hunter Meta - you have to wolf a random person to prove you're a hunter, which is stupid as they could be Blue Dragon and
youy might not have healers.
- Smallish player base - occasional jumps up due to promos etc, but most of the time you end up playing the same few people
many times.
- Sometimes you can queue for a game for 10+ minutes due to the small player base depending on where you're located. UK day
time seems bad for this.
- Trigger happy mods with the bans. You get reported for nothing by salty players who make bad calls. I just got banned for a
day for calling out a Prince's stupidity in exeing me as the only Hunter claim in a game because I didn't follow the meta above,
and uninstalled it.

I can't see me going back to this but it was fun while it lasted.. Welp, they made a more badass skin then Gnabot...

This skin not only comes with a new voice, it comes with a new theme, killing spree, maracas, sombreros, nacho and taco blobs
of spit, moustaches, AND THE WEEDLINGS PLAY INSTRUMENTS!
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It's honestly, THE BEST SKIN of this year, hands down, they CANNOT top this, honestly it's amazing! I SERIOUSLY hope
they create more awesome skins like this!

Every Gnaw player... no I mean, EVERYONE should experience this masterpiece of a skin, it's literally the greatest skin you
can purchease on the steam store.
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